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ABSTRACT
The following work is an investigation of high speed boundary layers in geo-
logical flows. In particular, it focuses on meteorite impact structures of the
Martian double-layer ejecta (DLE) type and the Mount St. Helens eruption
of 1980 which was hypothesized to be an underexpanded jet originally by
Kieffer [1]. Key questions include: What causes the transition that can be
seen in the two blast zones of Mount St. Helens characterized by the blow
down pattern of the trees? On the double-ejecta layer craters, what causes
the transition from radial grooves to ridges that curve around preexisting
obstacles? How does the presence of a boundary influence the overall struc-
ture of the external flow fields in the case of an underexpanded jet? What
happens when roughness elements are introduced into the flow field? Do they
play a role in the development in vortices or can the vortices inherent in the
existence of a free underexpanded jet still exist even after the jet reflects off
a boundary?
Experiments were conducted impacting an underexpanded jet over a plate
boundary with and without roughness elements. The plate mounted at var-
ious angles and distances. The flow field was investigated using pressure
sensitive paint, shear stress sensitive film, and schlieren. Schlieren images
show resulting shock interaction with the plate boundary and are compared
to the separation of the two blast zones at Mount St. Helens. Pressure sen-
sitive paint and shear stress sensitive films were used to monitor transition
locations along the boundary and characterize pressure fluctuations due to
roughness elements.
Results indicate that the jet and plate boundary interaction produces a
structure that is fairly insensitive to plate angle, for small angles. The jet also
produced an oblique shock on the plate. This oblique shock was in a location
that correlated well with the elevated Mach disk position for the range of
pressure ratios investigated. Numerical calculations indicate curvature on
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Mount St. Helens and the DLE crater Bacolor could be sufficient for the
formation of Taylor-Go¨rtler vortices.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Boundary layers occur in all flow types, whether they are laminar or turbu-
lent, subsonic or supersonic, subcritical or supercritical. Boundary layers, in
most geological applications such as the atmospheric boundary layer, are in-
compressible and buoyancy driven. However, in “explosive” geologic events,
a high-speed, sometimes compressible, boundary layer interacts with the sur-
face and topography. For example, the boundary layer behavior is important
in determining the devastation on the ground during volcanic eruptions and
meteorite impacts. In this thesis investigations were made to better model
these two geologic events.
1.1 Volcanic Blasts
When a catastrophe such as a volcanic eruption is large, it occurs infrequently
and unexpectedly [3]. Explosive volcanic eruptions are among the most dif-
ficult hazards to predict and can cause great economic and human distress.
Many volcanic eruptions eject debris straight up into the air. In the case
of the Mount St. Helens eruption of 1980, which was a lateral and directed
blast, the north flank of the mountain failed, causing a rapid expansion of
the pressurized subsurface gases. This caused the formation of an underex-
panded jet which interacted with the surrounding topography because of the
directed nature of the blast. The jet, which carried entrained rock, soil, and
trees, caused over $800 million in damage to the state of Washington and
killed 57 people.
The vent created in the explosion at Mount St. Helens was estimated
to be approximately the shape of a rectangle that was 1 km wide by 0.25
km tall [1]. It was located roughly 1 km north of the old summit at an
elevation of 1920-2438 meters, or 6300-8000 feet in Figure 1.1. The reservoir
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pressure ratio was estimated at between 115:1 and 250:1 [4]. A cross section
of the elevation profile is included, Figure 1.2. An estimation of the slope is
approximately −5◦ between the summit and channelized blast zone.
The underexpanded jet structure is one that can serve as a good model for
eruptions of this type. The theory that the underexpanded jet could serve
as a model for this type of blast was originally postulated by Kieffer but has
also been used by others [5, 6, 4]. As flow exits through a nozzle from a
pressurized reservoir, it is underexpanded if the pressure of the jet is above
atmospheric as it exits. Expansion waves form at the nozzle exit, accelerating
the flow while lowering the pressure back to atmospheric pressure. Typically
flow accelerates to a point where the pressure becomes subatmospheric along
and around the axis of the jet. The expansion waves around the nozzle
exit form a shear layer with the ambient environment. They then reflect off
this boundary as compression waves, since pressure equilibrium must exist
across this interface. These are referred to as the “barrel shocks”. These
barrel shocks join by means of either a Mach disk shock or regular reflection
(oblique shocks), depending on the degree to which the jet is underexpanded.
These shocks raise the pressure again, possibly above atmospheric pressure,
which slows the flow. This cycle can occur multiple times until equilibrium
is reached. More basic information regarding exhausting jets (over- and
underexpanded) can be found in John D. Anderson’s Modern Compressible
Flow regarding underexpanded jets [7].
Ashkenas and Sherman showed that the Mach disk shock sits at a pre-
dictable location (for sufficiently high pressure ratios) [8]. The location of
the Mach disk shock is determined by the pressure ratio and nozzle diameter
for steady state jets. For unsteady jets this appears to be true as well down
to pressure ratios of approximately 15:1 [9]. Kim et al. [10] showed that for
pressure ratios of around 4-5:1, a hysteresis loop exists for the location of the
Mach disk shock as well as the pressure ratio for which it transitions from
Mach to regular reflection, depending on whether or not the jet is starting
up or shutting down. If the jet contains water vapor, the amount of conden-
sation in the jet is a large factor in this hysteresis effect. It has also been
determined that the jet formation time scale is approximately independent
of pressure, for pressure ratios over 50:1 [9]. For the experiments conducted,
a formation time of tf = 0.04 ms was predicted.
The observed blow down pattern of the trees may be correlated with fea-
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tures in an underexpanded jet, particularly subsonic and supersonic flow
regions [1]. Kieffer [1] defined two regions of destruction based on field ev-
idence: a “directed blast zone” and a “channelized blast zone.” When the
underexpanded jet model is superposed on a map of the devastated area, the
model suggests that these two regions were separated by a Mach disk shock.
This Mach disk shock was originally hypothesized to occur approximately 11
km north of the vent [1]. Orescanin et al. [11] defined an axisymmetric vent
in order to apply their laboratory experiments on axisymmetric jets to the
eruption. In order to correctly account for the erupted mass, this produced
a vent of 850 m, a smaller average diameter than used originally by Kieffer.
This resulted in smaller estimated values of the location of the Mach disc
shock, 5.7 km and 7 km for the Mach disk shock location, for pressure ratios
of 100:1 and 250:1 respectively.
Kieffer correlated the pattern of destruction in the devastated area to the
separation of the supersonic and subsonic regions in the underexpanded jet.
In the directed blast zone the flow is not deflected by the topography which
is characteristic of a supersonic flow. In the channelized blast region the
destruction is determined by the topography, a possible characteristic of a
subsonic flow because of the lower velocities and lack of influence of com-
pressibility [1]. The two distinctly different regions of destruction led Kieffer
[1] to propose that flow was subsonic downstream of the Mach disk shock and
supersonic upstream of the shock. This model did not take into account any
possible interaction of the jet, or modification of its structure, by interaction
with the ground surface.
Also notable in the Mount St. Helens eruption of 1980 are some of the
erosional features that were found on the mountain [12]. These erosional
furrows, as they were called, are quasi-periodic. Kieffer and Sturtevant pro-
posed that they were caused by the scouring of longitudinal vortices [12]. The
distance at which the furrows occur from the volcano crater is approximately
3.5 to 9 km.
It has been proposed by Zapryagaev and Solotchin that a vortex structure
exists within the free underexpanded jet [13]. These vortices are said to be
caused by the same mechanism that causes Taylor-Go¨rtler vortices to form
in a subsonic flow along a concave surface. These vortices are caused by
an instability linked between the curvature of the flow boundary and the
velocity profile along the boundary which will be discussed further later in
3
Figure 1.1: Contour Map of Mount St. Helens. Black line is where cross
section data was taken for Go¨rtler calculations. Map data source: “Susan
W. Kieffer, prepared 1980 from air photos of the tree blow down pattern,
maps.html”
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Figure 1.2: Cross section of elevation of Mount St. Helens as shown in
Figure 1.1. Scale shown is 1 to 1.
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this work. It is thought that the curvature in this case is caused by the
flow turning outward from the nozzle in the form of an expansion fan and
then reflecting back inwards off the free surface flow boundary. One question
investigated in this thesis is whether or not such vortices might have existed
in the underexpanded jet at Mount St. Helens.
1.2 Double-Layer Ejecta Craters
Various types of fluidized ejecta are observed around the meteorite impact
craters on Mars. They are classified as single-layer ejecta (SLE), double-layer
ejecta (DLE), and multiple-layer ejecta (MLE). The layers have a character-
istic morphology, thinning outward from the crater until thickening rapidly
at the distal end (rampart structure). The number of layers is determined
by the ramparts in the ejecta blankets. The focus here is on craters of the
DLE type.
There are three morphologic features that distinguish DLE craters from
other types of craters. They are: the two ejecta layers, their robust radial
texture, and lack of secondary impact craters. An example elevation profile
of Bacolor (Figure 1.3), a DLE type crater, is included in Figure 1.4. Notable
features seen here are the ramparts at the edge of each ejecta blanket (16 and
42 km approximately). The inner ejecta blanket for a DLE typically extends
1-2 R (where R is the radius of crater measured from the crater rim). The
outer ejecta blanket is typically 3-6 R [2].
On DLE craters, the ejecta blanket contains radial striations or grooves
on the inner ejecta layer. Estimates of the depth of grooves is generally
less than 20 meters [2]. Width is generally 10-300 meters. Characteristics
of the grooves on the inner ejecta blanket are: close spacing, straightness,
flat-floored, and steep-sided. These grooves undergo an apparent robust tran-
sition as they pass onto the outer ejecta blanket. On the outer ejecta blanket
they are not straight, but seem to curve around preexisting obstacles.
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Figure 1.3: An example of a DLE crater (Bacolor) on Mars. THEMIS
NASA Image. Crater diameter is 20 km.
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Figure 1.4: A cross section elevation of the DLE crater, Bacolor, on Mars.
It should be noted that the scale shown here greatly exaggerates these
features. Also included is a sketched in smoothed profile. Data source
Boyce and Mouginis-Mark [2].
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1.3 Jets Impinging on Surfaces
Vick and Andrews [14] studied the impingement of highly underexpanded jets
impinging on parallel flat surfaces. The nozzles used had exit Mach numbers
of 1.0 and 5.0. Pressure ratio was varied from about 250,000:1 down to
20,000:1. The large pressure ratios were obtained by the use of a vacuum
chamber. Plate distance was varied from 60 down to 2 nozzle diameters from
the jet centerline. Two shock configurations are described. One configuration
exists where an oblique shock is located at the jet-boundary impingement
point. The other in which an oblique shock sits far downstream of the jet
impingement point. The occurrence of these systems is said to depend on
upon L
D
and Pt
Pa
.
Lamont and Hunt [15] conducted experiments studying the impingement
of underexpanded jets on perpendicular and inclined flat plates. Plate angles
ranged from 30◦ to 90◦ at various distances. Flow field is investigated using
shadowgraph and surface pressure measurements. In the near field, inter-
actions between shock waves in the free jet and those created by the plate
boundary seem to be the controlling factor of the pressures found on the
plate. At larger distances from the nozzle mixing effects become increasingly
important.
Nakai et al. [16] also studied the impingement of underexpanded jets on
inclined plates. They labeled three types of shock structure and characterized
their occurrence by plate angle and distance for three different pressure ratios
(4.5:1, 7.4:1, and 10.1:1). Plate angle was varied from 30◦ to 60◦.
1.4 Vortices
The radial grooves on the DLE craters are also attributed to the possible
occurrence of vortices in the flow field. The mechanism that caused these
features to form is thought to be the same as the one that is said to have
caused the erosional furrows in the Mount St. Helens eruption [2].
Boyce and Mouginis-Mark proposed that the grooves formed on DLE
craters were formed by Taylor-Go¨rtler vortices by the analogy to the furrows
that occur under the lateral blast deposits at Mount St. Helens [2]. These
vortices are steady, counter-rotating, and oriented in the same direction as
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the flow. They are caused by the following condition, called the Rayleigh cir-
culation criterion, Equation 1.1 [17]. In the case here we are discussing the
possibility of these vortices existing by a boundary layer type flow, flowing
over a concave surface. The criterion is as follows:
d(Γ2)
dr
< 0 (1.1)
where Γ is the circulation defined as Γ = rV . This is only a necessary
condition, but not necessarily sufficient for the formation of these vortices.
The critical Go¨rtler number (Gc) is the lowest Go¨rtler number for which vor-
tices might be possible. Go¨rtler’s results (from Ciolkosz and Spina) indicate
this may be possible for numbers as low as 0.6 [18]. A full stability analysis
should be conducted to determine whether or not vortices can form. This
number is dependent on many different unknown factors of the flow field on
the DLEs and Mount St. Helens that would result in much uncertainty in
the stability analysis [18, 17].
Herges et al. [19] investigated the effect of microramps in shock boundary
interactions in a turbulent boundary layer. Using these microramps they were
able to generate vortices in a Mach 1.4 flow. The vortices were visualized
using surface oil-flow visualization. The microramps seemed to cause the
vortices to lift off the surfaces as they traveled downstream of the microramp
array.
1.5 Goals
In this thesis, I have conducted experiments to characterize the influence
of flow boundaries (with and without roughness elements) on high speed
supersonic flows. These experiments are motivated by the fact that there
are roughness elements in geologic flows, such as trees or rocks. I have
examined flow over plates where the roughness was introduced as trips that
mimic roughness elements in the topography. The resulting flow fields are
characterized in two and three dimensions, and results can contribute in
constructing new models for lateral blasts and meteorite impact ejecta flow.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
2.1 Introduction
Experiments were conducted using an open end shock tube with an internal
diameter of 50 mm. Nozzle diameter is 10 mm. Setup can be seen in Figure
2.2. Mylar diaphragms of various thicknesses initially separated the reservoir
from the ambient atmosphere. When the reservoir pressure exceeded the
yield strength of the Mylar, it would burst creating the underexpanded jet.
Gases used in the reservoir include nitrogen, helium, and air. Schematic can
be seen in Figure 2.1.
Camera
Pitot
Plate
NozzlePCB
Setra
Light Source
L
D
Figure 2.1: Schematic of experimental setup for PSP and S3F. Grove in
plate is for prototyped trips.
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Reservoir pressures were monitored using a static (Setra) pressure gage
with 5 ms response time. As the reservoir depleted, internal pressure was
monitored using a dynamic (PCB) pressure gage with 1 µs response time.
Pressure traces were recorded to ensure pressure drop was not appreciable
during the time the images were captured, and that the response time of our
optical diagnostics were sufficient, Figure 3.4.
A pitot probe was inserted downstream of the Mach disk shock to trigger
the acquisition system. Before the pitot probe was inserted, a high speed
camera (Photron) was used to ensure the pitot probe would not be in a
location to disrupt the flow. Afterwards a single-shot method would be used
to acquire images with a PCO camera.
A number of different plates were used as boundaries for the experiments.
The plates were flat and adjustable in height and angle. Materials used for the
plates were acrylic and aluminum. Acrylic plates were used in experiments
where schlieren required an optically transparent model to image through.
Aluminum plates were used when a coating needed to be applied. Coatings of
surface stress sensitive films (S3F) and pressure sensitive paints (PSP) were
used. Roughness elements of various shapes and dimensions were applied to
the plates in an effort to introduce vortices into the flow. One aluminum
plate had a slot cut out where models of rapid prototyped trips could be
interchanged easily into and out of the flow, Figure 2.3.
2.2 Roughness Elements
A series of various iterations of roughness elements were implemented in
attempts to force the development of vortices along the plate. Anderson et
al. [20] used trips with heights of 24% to 40% boundary layer thickness.
The first iterations of elements used were for trial and error. Attempts were
made to scale them at approximately the ratios of Anderson’s. They were
used to see if schlieren could successfully visualize any sort of vortices caused
by them. Trips were diamond and cylindrical shapes with side lengths and
diameters of 1.59 mm and 4.76 mm. The height was varied from 8.7 mm
down to 0.36 mm. It was determined that this was still too large a trip size
as compared to the scale of the boundary layer which was measured to be
approximately 0.57 mm.
12
Figure 2.2: Experimental setup.
Figure 2.3: Aluminum plate with slot for rapid prototyped trips.
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The rest of the elements, or trips as we will call them, were rapid proto-
typed in the Ford Lab (MechSE Department, University of Illinois). These
were made as strips, and their designs were based on those of the microramp
type in Herges et al. and Flaherty et al. [19, 21]. Heights of these trips
varied from 2.54 mm to 0.254 mm in order for some of the trips to be within
the boundary layer. Drawings can be found in Appendix C.
2.3 Schlieren
Several diagnostics were used in the acquisition of data as mentioned above,
the first being schlieren. A Z-type setup was used where knife blades were
used in both the vertical and horizontal directions. Parabolic mirrors of 4.25”
diameter were used. Light source used was a MCWHL1 LED powered by a
LEDD1 driver purchased from Thorlabs.
2.4 Shear Stress Sensitive film
The other two diagnostics used were mainly for qualitative purposes only.
The first was a surface stress sensitive film (S3F). An elastic film is applied to
the test plate. This film responds to pressure gradients as well as skin friction.
The S3F film used is a proprietary formula from ISSI [22]. Markers are then
applied to the film so that displacements can be measured between the jet
on and off conditions (similar method to PIV). Digital image correlation is
used to calculate the displacement of the markers. The displacement of the
film is a function of the applied force, film thickness and shear modulus. It
is assumed that shear modulus and film thickness is constant.
Shear modulus can be calculated by applying a known load to the film sur-
face and measuring the corresponding normal and tangential deformations,
when the thickness of the film is known. Shear modulus calibration is known
to be time dependent. The time frame between the calibration and which
experiments were completed is unknown. For this reason all results presented
will be qualitative.
The film thickness used in the experiment here is approximately 0.2 mm
with a shear of approximately 1 kPa. From these values we can calculate a
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frequency response of the film based on Equation 2.1. Frequencies as high as
10 kHz have been demonstrated with this film [22]. Considering our reservoir
depletion rate, this should give us a large enough frequency response in the
film to obtain meaningful data. In the equation below, µ is the shear stress
modulus, ρ is the film density and Λ is the film thickness.
f0 =
1
2pi
√
µ
ρΛ2
(2.1)
The markers applied to the film to track displacements gradually are re-
moved between runs as well. Depending on the flow conditions, every several
runs markers were reapplied, causing the film to become saturated in areas
of lower shear. This caused problems for processing data in later shots ren-
dering them useless past a certain number of shots and causing them to be
discarded. This gave our film a finite lifespan and only limited data were
collected.
2.5 Pressure Sensitive Paint
The second diagnostic used was pressure sensitive paint (PSP). PSP works
on the principle of oxygen quenching and can give continuous distributions
of pressure across a surface. The paint that contains a fluorescent dye is
excited by a light source. The illumination of the dye can then be calibrated
as a function of the partial pressure of oxygen. The PSP used PtTFPP-
based porous polymer paint in order to achieve the response time of the
paint that the experiments would require. Response times were on the order
of 30 − 50 µs [23]. Paint had a sensitivity of 1% per kPa. Flow fields with
fundamental frequencies as high as 21 kHz have successfully been recorded
with this formulation [24].
Advantages of pressure sensitive paint over conventional pressure taps in-
clude ease of instrumentation of the model and relative amounts of data
obtained between each run. With PSP, continuous distributions of pressure
are obtained rather than individual data points located at each pressure tap.
Downsides to the paint are its high cost, finite lifespan due to photo degra-
dation, and calibration procedure.
Similar to S3F, with PSP we need to worry about the thickness of the
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coating of the paint amongst other things that can affect the luminosity. To
minimize these effects wind off and wind on images are taken and then the
ratio of them is taken. Calibrations of paint pressure can be obtained using
a vacuum chamber or around a pressure tap surrounded by PSP. Calibration
was not performed since since actual values of pressure were not needed.
Results presented in Chapter 3 are the ratio of intensities between the wind
on and wind off conditions.
2.6 Computational Fluid Dynamics
Simulations of a subsonic normal impinging jet were conducted as well. The
simulations were run with a prepackaged commercial code, SC/Tetra. Initial
simulations were conducted to see what pressures would be obtained for a
subsonic incompressible jet. This way it could easily be determined whether
or not the PSP had an adequate resolution for pressures that we would be
measuring experimentally if we were to transition to this sort of a setup.
All analyses were assumed incompressible. A uniform inlet velocity of 80
m/s was used and no slip boundary conditions were applied to the surface
of the geometry. Outflow conditions were restricted to atmospheric pressure.
Approximately 10 million elements were used. Two main simulations were
conducted: one steady state and one unsteady state.
The geometry (non-dimensional) included 16 circular trips arranged in a
circle of diameter 50 units. Trips had a diameter of 3 units and a height of
12 units. The plate had a diameter of 300 units. The nozzle was located 100
units from the plate and had a diameter of 20 units. Geometry can be seen
in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Plate geometry used for computational models.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
3.1 Computational Fluid Dynamics
Results from the unsteady simulation show a strong development of vortices
that petal outwards from the trip locations radially. If one looks closely at
Figure 3.1, an almost square boundary can be seen. This is attributed to the
level of mesh refinement. Inside the square, the mesh is very well defined.
Then the fine mesh transitions to a much coarser mesh outside of the square.
Figure 3.1: Vorticity calculations just above the surface of the plate for the
unsteady jet.
For the steady state jet simulation, results are very similar, Figure 3.2. The
same mesh was used, so the square boundary is seen again. One difference
that should be noted is the length of the vortices. In the unsteady simulation,
they are much shorter because computation was not allowed to run them out
all the way to the edge of the plate due to the length of computation time
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required. It was also determined it would add little to no benefit continuing
the simulation.
Figure 3.2: Vorticity calculations just above the surface of the plate for the
steady jet.
Max pressure on the plates was approximately 4 kPa for both runs. This in-
dicated for subsonic incompressible flow, pressures on the plate would be too
small for a PSP paint to accurately resolve, even in the most ideal condition
of a jet impacting normally (highest pressure, not necessarily best model).
For this reason, this type of experimental setup was not investigated.
3.2 Verification of Diagnostics
Initially, several experiments were run with a free underexpanded jet to
ensure the setup was working properly. Mach disk location was measured
against the empirical fit of Ashkenas and Sherman [8]. Self-similarity of the
jet is noted for the range of pressure ratios which the fit is valid for and is
quantified by the ratio of ym
yb
, where ym is the Mach disk height and yb is the
maximum width between the barrel shocks, Figure 3.3.
The Ashkenas and Sherman fit, Equation 3.1, is characterized by nozzle
diameter (D), mach disk shock location (xm), total reservoir pressure (Pt),
and ambient pressure (Pa). High pressure ratios were obtained by use of a
vacuum chamber.
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xm
D
= 0.67
√
Pt
Pa
(3.1)
Pressure traces were recorded to ensure response time of diagnostics was
appropriate for the experiments being conducted. A sample reservoir blow
down trace is included in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.3: Plot of the ratio of Mach disk shock width to barrel shock
width versus pressure ratio for a free jet.
The photron high speed camera was used to capture a video of the exper-
iment at 1000 fps (Figure 3.5). No pitot probe was present in the flow field
for these experiments. In the video it is seen that from frame a, where there
is no jet structure, to frame b, the jet structure becomes completely devel-
oped. The video compared to the predicted formation time of tf = 0.04 ms
of Orescanin et al. [9]. The shock structure here is seen to be the same as in
the single shot experiments. The video indicates that the pitot probe has no
influence on shock structure at its location.
3.3 Shock Structure with Parallel and Angled Plate
Experiments of the underexpanded jet were run, impacting plates to simplify
the topography of the Mount St. Helens eruption. These experiments are
also applicable to the DLE craters, due to their similarity in transition region
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Figure 3.4: A sample reservoir pressure trace.
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Figure 3.5: Sequence of schlieren images of the underexpanded jet
interacting with a parallel plate at 1 ms intervals.
and vortex like features seen in the flow field.
The plate was varied at several small angles from horizontal, both in the
positive and negative directions from − 4.5◦ , Figure 3.6, to + 30◦, Figure 3.7.
Shock structure above the plate was visualized using schlieren. For parallel
impingement, the plate was positioned at 0.3 nozzle diameters away from the
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nozzle edge. A reflected barrel shock was seen off of the plate boundary in
the schlieren images. This reflection nearly always contained two separate
features within it, Figure 3.8. The lower barrel shock reflected off the plate
boundary, interacting with the Mach disk shock, in some cases superseding
the formation of the Mach disk shock.
Figure 3.6: Schlieren Image of underexpanded jet impinging on a plate of
an angle of − 4.5◦.
At certain angles, an oblique feature is seen that is not well explained in
literature. This oblique feature, Figure 3.8, is seen at approximately the
location below the Mach disk shock for angles ≤ 5 − 13◦, Figure 3.9. The
feature even exists for some negative angles, Figure 3.6. Vick et al. [14] make
reference in one of their figures that this feature corresponds to an oblique
shock; however they operate at pressure ratios much larger than that of our
facility.
Schlieren images from Orescanin [4] show this structure as well. Vick et
al. [14] conducted similar experiments reflecting an underexpanded jet off of
a parallel surface. Orescanin’s results differ from Vick’s in that the oblique
shock, seen in Figure 3.8, is located in a position that correlates well with
the Mach Disk shock location in Orescanin’s data. Pressure ratio in in the
experiment of Vick et al. is 50,000:1, compared to a max pressure ratio of
40:1 in Orescanin. Experiments were run to confirm what was seen in the
data of Orescanin.
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Figure 3.7: Schlieren Image of underexpanded jet impinging on a plate of
an angle of 30◦.
Figure 3.8: Schlieren Image of underexpanded jet impinging on a parallel
plate with an existing downstream oblique shock.
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Figure 3.9: Schlieren Images at inclined plate angles. Left: 5◦ angle. Right:
13◦ angle. Shock disappears somewhere in this range.
3.4 Surface measurements with Parallel Plate
S3F films and PSP were used to further investigate this interaction of the
jet with the boundary, to examine boundary layer and impact of external
flow features on the surface. Experiments were run with the plate parallel
to the jet. The oblique shock location was measured, and results are plotted
against the data set of Orescanin and the Ashkenas and Sherman empirical
fit (Figures 3.10).
For the S3F, displacements for markers on the film were generally found to
be 0-5 pixels. For this reason, if the plate was not fastened down securely or
the diaphragm did not break cleanly, the displacement fields obtained were
erroneous. As experiments were run, markers were blown off and had to be
reapplied with a spray can (paint) which eventually caused saturation of the
plate. For this reason, the number of experiments was limited. Shots were
corrected by ensuring that the camera, plate, and nozzle were all securely
mounted to the optical table.
In Figure 3.11, the flow initially expands outwards and then turns inwards.
This is characteristic of the barrel shock structure as shown by the stream
traces. This is then followed by a sudden transition from high shear stress to
low shear stress. Lines plotted are streaklines that follow the displacement
field. Center line profile is also plotted. At about 31 mm, a sharp transition
is seen.
Similarly, the PSP results also show an initial expansion of the flow out-
wards, which is also characteristic of the barrel shock structure, Figure 3.12.
At about 5 mm a sharp pressure rise is seen where the jet begins to contact
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Figure 3.10: Plot of pressure ratio versus plate shock location. Solid line is
the Ashkenas and Sherman empirical fit.
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the plate. Further downstream, the pressure drops as the flow expands out-
wards until it reaches about 38 mm, where it begins to climb again, indicating
a shock present in the flow. Values above one on the plot indicate pressure
regions higher than that of atmospheric pressure, where values below one
indicate subatmospheric pressure.
In most of the schlieren images that were captured, the oblique shock is
seen on the plate, roughly below location as one would expect the Mach disk
shock to occur in an underexpanded free jet, Figure 3.8. It starts upstream of
the Mach disk shock and as the pressure ratio decreases, propagates outward
downstream of the Mach disk shock. The angle of the feature also increases
slightly with decreasing pressure ratio.
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Figure 3.11: Top: Image of S3F shot. Bottom: Centerline profile of
displacement.
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Figure 3.12: PSP record of jet interaction with a parallel smooth plate.
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3.5 Roughness Elements
Roughness elements were used to mechanically introduce disturbances into
the flow and examine their effect on jet structure with the solid boundary.
The boundary layer along the plate 10 mm downstream of the nozzle exit was
estimated to be 0.57 mm tall. For this reason initial attempts were made to
introduce vortices in the flow by adding protrusions scaled to approximately
the height of the boundary layer. Flow field was visualized using schlieren;
initially nothing out of the ordinary was seen. When the trip height was
raised, what appeared to be expansion fans were generated off the back of
the trip, Figure 3.13. In case the sensitivity of the schlieren system was not
good enough to capture vortex features, a switch to PSP was made.
Figure 3.13: Schlieren Images through acrylic plate with a circular trip.
Left: Trip height of 0.36 mm. Right: 4.11 mm. Note the markings in the
top of the image are scratches from filing the trips down.
Several iterations of trips were used for the PSP. All were rapid prototyped.
The size of the base of all trips used was the same based off those of the
microramp type in Herges et al. and Flaherty et al. [19, 21]. The variables
that were modified in the experiments included spacing, height, pressure
ratio, and number of trips. The plate was mounted 3 mm below the nozzle.
In the first set of trips used, Figure 3.14, were 0.76 mm in height. Pressure
fluctuations in the paint show trailing features forming off the backside of the
trips. Since the trips have no spacing between them, these features seemed
to become washed out into one another. There is also an area of elevated
pressure just upstream of the trip, from about 9 to 11 mm. This is attributed
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to the trip strip not mounting completely flush with the plate.
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Figure 3.14: PSP Image of triangular trips. Trailing features are seen to
originate from the back of the trips and wash out into each other. Trips,
Figure C.1, have no spacing and are located between 11 and 18 mm. Trip
height is 0.03 inches (0.762 mm)
The next set of trips used was the same dimensions but had a spacing of
5.08 mm between them. The area of elevated pressure is still seen in front of
the trip from about 8 to 11 mm, Figure 3.15. It is more apparent that the
flow is expanding outwards from the nozzle and interacting with the trips,
causing the linear pressure fluctuations that are directed outwards at larger
angles further away from the jet centerline.
Sets of shorter (0.254 mm) and taller (2.54 mm) trips were used to see how
trip height affected these pressure fluctuations. More pronounced pressure
fluctuations were seen on the taller trips, Figure 3.17, than on the shorter
trip heights, Figures 3.15 and 3.16. No linear pressure fluctuation structure
was seen on the lowest height as compared to the features trailing off the
trips in higher trip heights, Figures 3.15 and 3.17.
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Figure 3.15: PSP Image of triangular trips. Pressure fluctuations are seen
to originate from the back of the trips. Trip spacing, Figure C.2, is 5.08
mm. Trips are located between 11 and 18 mm. Trip height is 0.762 mm.
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Figure 3.16: PSP Image of short triangular trips. Trip spacing, Figure C.3,
is 5.08 mm. Trips are located between 11 and 18 mm. Trip height is 0.254
mm
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Figure 3.17: PSP Image of tall triangular trips. Pressure fluctuations are
seen to originate from the back of the trips. Trip spacing, Figure C.3, is
5.08 mm. Trips are located between 11 and 18 mm. Trip height is 2.54 mm.
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A common occurrence between all images with trips image is a disrup-
tion of the transition region where the oblique feature is observed in the
schlieren images. Figure 3.12 shows a flat transition regime (constant x-
location) where in Figure 3.17, the transition would not be considered to be
at a constant x-location. In the case of the smallest trip height (0.254 mm),
the transition region is convex facing the vent.
Pressure ratio of the jet was varied on the 0.762 mm trips. This caused the
oblique shock to move inwards towards the location of the trips. This resulted
in even more obscurities with transition region, Figures 3.18 and 3.19. Low
pressure regions are seen to extend outwards away from the centerline of
the jet. As flow moves downstream the low pressure region curves inwards
towards the centerline of the jet. In one instance a band of low pressure is
seen to curve outwards away from the jet, Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.18: PSP Image of triangular trips. Trip spacing, Figure C.3, is
5.08 mm. Trips are located between 11 and 18 mm. Trip height is 2.54 mm.
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Figure 3.19: PSP Image of triangular trips. Vortices are seen to originate
from the back of the trips. Trip spacing, Figure C.3, is 5.08 mm. Trips are
located between 11 and 18 mm. Trip height is 2.54 mm.
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3.6 Numerical Calculations
Studies have suggested that the emplacement of layered deposits resemble
a flow beginning from the rim of the crater, flowing over a surface [25].
Calculations were done to determine the curvature of part of a cross section
of bacolor. These curvature calculations will provide insight to whether or
not stable Go¨rtler vortices can exist in the flow over the ejecta layers. When
calculating radius of curvature here, one must be careful to which direction
the curvature is. If the surface is convex, it will not satisfy the criterion
for Go¨rtler vortices. For this reason the MATLAB script used to calculate
curvature was written to output a Go¨rtler number of zero for any convex
curvature.
Radius of curvature can be calculated by the following equation, where
f(x) is the equation of the line.
R(x) =
|1 + (f ′(x))2|
3
2
|f ′′(x)|
(3.2)
Numerically we can easily calculate R(x) using a variety of methods. The
two methods utilized here were a simple Forward Euler Method and the La-
grange Interpolation Polynomials technique. The Forward Euler technique
simply takes two data points and calculates the slope between them. The La-
grange Interpolation Polynomials technique fits a polynomial of order n− 1
to n points. In this case a polynomial of order 2 was fit to the data. As
we can see in Figure 3.20, both methods indicate similar results, however
as plainly seen the data is very rough and coarse, so results should be in-
terpreted accordingly. For use of Go¨rtler number calculations, the Lagrange
Interpolation Polynomials technique was used for the curvature values.
If we take into consideration the Go¨rtler Number (Equation 3.3), esti-
mates can be made based on the above curvature calculations to find out
if the formation of these vortices is reasonable. In the equation, θ cor-
responds to momentum thickness, R corresponds to radius of curvature,
Ueisthefreestreamvelocity,µT is the turbulent visocity, and ρ is the den-
sity of the flow.
G =
ρUeθ
µT
√
θ
R
(3.3)
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Figure 3.20: Numerical calculations for curvature of Bacolor (raw data)
using a Forward Euler and Lagrange Interpolation methods for comparison.
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It was argued by Tani [26] that for a Turbulent Boundary layer, ReTθ = 43,
where ReTθ =
ρUeθ
µT
. Given this value we can make estimates of the boundary
layer size based off the spacing of the grooves in the data provided in Boyce
and Mouginis-Mark [2]. The measured estimate gives us a spacing of about
175 m, which we will use as boundary layer thickness, δ. The momentum
thickness, θ, scales like θ ≈ 2
72
× δ according to White and Kieffer [27, 12].
This gives us a maximum radius of curvature for stability of approximately
30 km, assuming a critical Go¨rtler number of one, which in reality may be
higher.
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Figure 3.21: Numerical calculations of Go¨rtler number as a function of
distance based off the curvature of Bacolor. Boundary layer thickness used
was constant. Lagrange interpolation method used for curvature
calculations.
We do know that boundary layers typically grow as a function of distance.
If we assume that the boundary is turbulent, we can then assume that the
boundary layer grows at δ ∼ x
4
5 [28]. From this we could fit a function for
boundary layer growth to the data, assuming that the boundary layer begins
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to develop at the crater rim. This, however, would probably not be very
accurate due to the more than likely separation of the boundary layer at the
edge of the first ejecta blanket. Also factored into the inaccuracies of this
assumption is that as the boundary layer spreads radially, the divergence
willl have an adverse effect to its growth. For this reason, 175 m will be used
as a constant boundary value thickness.
Elevation profile data, Figure 1.4, was taken from Boyce and Mouginis-
Mark [2]. It should be noted, however, that data is fairly sparse and therefore
noisy. Average spacing of data points is 677 m, Figure 1.4. Raw data is listed
in Appendix B.
Similarly, estimates can be made for the curvature and Go¨rtler numbers
on Mount St. Helens. In this case, we will use 6 m based off of grove spacing
for boundary layer thickness [12]. Results are presented in Figure 3.22.
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Figure 3.22: Numerical calculations of Go¨rtler number as a function of
distance based of the curvature of Mount St. Helens. Boundary layer
thickness used was constant. Lagrange interpolation method used for
curvature calculations.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
4.1 Computational Fluid Dynamics
One of the first and maybe more obvious points that the author would like to
draw the reader’s attention to is that vortices can easily exist in a subsonic
flow. This is shown in both the steady and unsteady simulations, Figure 3.2
and 3.1. Curvature is not required in this situation to stabilize the vortices,
although they do diverge and their strength decreases radially outwards.
They do not show any sort of distinct transition regime as seen in the DLE
craters. This does not negate the existence of a transition region.
4.2 Shock Structure
The first thing noticed with the jet structure is that it is largely insensitive
to the angle of the plate for small angles. As one can imagine that in the
case Mount St. Helens or the DLE craters on Mars, both may locally have
large grades of slope in certain areas, but overall on a larger scale, the slope
is approximately −5◦. For this range the structure behaves roughly as it
would for a parallel plate. With the uncertainty range in pressure ratio in
the case of the Mount St. Helens eruption considered, the angle should have
negligible influence on shock location. With this in mind the reminder of the
experiments are simplified to being a flat plate (angle of 0◦) assuming that
that shock structure is only a weak function of this angle.
Eruptions from a finite reservoir are going to have startup and blow down
times associated with them. Initial structure has to first establish itself by
propagating outwards to its quasi-steady state location. From there it would
constantly decrease until there were either no interactions with the shock
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system and the flow boundary, or that the pressure ratio dropped low enough
that the shock system ceased to exist. From Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 it is
seen that startup times are on order of less than a microsecond and exhaust
times are on the order of 10s of milliseconds from our experiments. Most of
the flow will exhaust in the blow down stage.
The oblique feature seen in Figure 3.8 that seems to correlate with the
Mach disk shock is determined to be an oblique shock wave that is required
to raise the pressure back up to atmospheric pressure. Looking in Figure
3.11, a region of high shear is seen that suddenly transitions to low shear
at approximately 31 mm. This is indicative of a slowing of the velocity,
τ(y) = µ∂u
∂y
. Also seen in Figure 3.12, the flow shows a distinct transition
regime. At approximately 38 mm, the pressure begins to jump back up. This
is after it steadily decreased in the range of 5 (jet impingement) to 38 mm
as the flow was expanded. Both of these experimental diagnostics indicate
that the results imply the presence of an oblique shock.
There is a distinct correlation of the oblique shock location compared to
that of the elevated Mach disk shock of Orescanin [4] and the Ashkenas
and Sherman empirical fit for the pressure ratios investigated, Figure 3.10.
This correlation only accounts for pressure ratios up to 30:1. Looking at
the one image from Vick and Andrews [14], the oblique shock exists at a
pressure ratio of 50,000:1, but the Mach disk shock is not located in the
image. This implies a lack of self-similarity of the jet with a plate boundary
for all pressure ratios, which means that the oblique shock feature’s location
will only correlate with the Mach disk shock location for a certain range of
pressure ratios. The pressure ratios used in the experiment with the plate
(maximum of approximately 30:1, free jet were higher) were much lower than
that of the hypothesized initial pressure ratio, of between 115:1 and 250:1, of
the MSH eruption [4]. This was due to facility capabilities. The correlation
is only validated in the lower range, up to 30:1.
It is noted that at pressure ratios of around 13:1 there is a departure of
self-similarity in the jet structure in the free jet. This is quantified by taking
the ratio of the maximum width of the barrel shocks, yb, and comparing it to
that of the width of the Mach disk, ym. This is very close to the boundary
at which the Ashkenas and Sherman empirical fit is valid. However for the
situation of MSH this should not be an issue since the pressure ratio is
believed to be much higher than that. The image from Vick and Andrews
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with the oblique shock indicates that self-similarity does not hold when the
plate boundary is introduced.
For Mount St. Helens this has several implications. Due to the nature of
the interaction of the shock structure with the boundary, the barrel shock
would have reflected off of the ground and intersected with the Mach disk
shock, elevating this feature high above the topography. However, an oblique
shock is located very near the elevated Mach disk shock. Thus the oblique
shock could be thought of as a ground signature for the elevated Mach disk
shock. This implies that downstream of the oblique shock flow is not sub-
sonic, thus the direct blast zone pattern of destruction might extend further
downstream than predicted with either of the MDS models (Kieffer, Ores-
canin). The boundary between the direct and channelized blast zone might
still correspond to a transition between supersonic and subsonic flow even if
that is not marked by the oblique shock.
For the experiments in the pressure range we tested showed good corre-
lation with the oblique shock location with the Mach disk shock location.
This oblique shock could have had an effect to separate the two destruction
zones. We can use the Ashkenas and Sherman relation to predict where
the Mach disk shock was located and thereby get an estimate of where the
oblique shock was located on the ground. This correlation of the oblique
shock location to Mach disk shock location is not necessarily valid in this
higher pressure ratio regime since our testing only considered a max pressure
ratio of approximately 30:1.
We must also however keep in mind that the Ashkenas and Sherman fit is
for a circular vent, not a rectangular vent. The fit of Orescanin [4] is for a
parallel plate. Flow direction out of the vent should be assumed to be nearly
parallel to the topography if this is valid. The corrected proposed Mach disk
shock location of Orescanin et al. [11] proposes a Mach disk shock location of
6-9 km. Our results of the oblique shock coming closer to the vent relative to
the Mach disk shock combined with the image from Vick et al. [14] imply that
the oblique shock would occur closer than this proposed range. The volcano
would have erupted and the pressure ratio constantly decreased moving the
location of this shock inwards to the vent as the reservoir depleted.
For the PSP experiments with the smooth plate, no vortex like structures
is seen on the plate boundary. This is compared to the inherent vortices of
the free underexpanded jet that were discussed by Zapryagaev and Solotchin
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[13]. This does not necessarily negate their existence. The sensitivity of the
PSP might have been too low to capture these features.
4.3 Roughness Elements
The trips were determined to be in a supersonic region of the flow. This is due
the linear pressure fluctuations being angled outwards from the jet centerline,
confirming the hypothesis by Kieffer [1], that there could have been a region
of supersonic flow hugging the ground near the vent at Mount St. Helens,
since the flow is still expanding. When trips are introduced, the region of
subatmospheric pressure (expansion region) upstream of the oblique shock
is greatly reduced. This indicates that roughness elements could cause the
flow to go subsonic further upstream than one would expect for the smooth
flat plate. For the smooth plate, the supersonic region would have extended
downstream past the predicted Mach disk shock location, since an oblique
does not slow supersonic flow to subsonic flow.
4.4 Numerical Calculations
Numerically differentiating data is something that should be avoided if pos-
sible due to the amount of error it can introduce. In this case there was no
other way to get a good estimate of curvature. For this reason a smooth
curve was sketched in over the raw data on bacolor, Figure 1.4. This was an
effort to alleviate some of the noise in the raw data. It should be noted that
the calculations for Go¨rtler number in both Figure 3.21 and 3.22 are very
noisy. This is partly due to the sparsity of the data as well as the terrain
being rough locally.
Calculations of Go¨rtler number of Bacolor indicate a higher number ini-
tially at the crater rim due to the level of curvature seen here. This number
quickly drops off as the first ejecta layer levels out and then begins to rise
again slightly as the layer rises again towards its edge. The Go¨rtler number
at which vortices occur is not exactly known, especially considering the un-
knowns in the flow field. The boundary layer could be laminar or turbulent,
and flow speeds could be in an incompressible or compressible regime. One
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feature that is known for sure is the crater rim and rampart morphology of
the ejecta blanket, and curvature estimates can be calculated for it. One
possibility is that this initial curvature is enough to form vortices and they
are stable enough to run out to the edge of the first ejecta blanket where
they are once again further stabilized by the curvature of the first rampart.
Here the boundary could have separated and caused the dissipation of the
vortices. Grooves on the outer blanket could be attributed to debris in the
flow. Looking into the Go¨rtler number calculations performed for Mount St.
Helens, in Figure 3.22, Taylor-Go¨rtler vortices could possibly have existed
within approximately the first mile of the vent if a critical Go¨rtler of only
0.6 was required for formation.
4.5 Conclusions
The experiments show that the structure of the jet is insensitive to the angle
of the boundary for small angles typical of the average slope at Mount St.
Helens. Under the assumption that only average slope is important, these
experiments suggest that an oblique shock could have formed in the jet of
the directed blast and that it would have stood at approximately the loca-
tion of a steady state Mach disk in a free jet. This location appears to be
several kilometers short of the rather sudden transition between the direct
and channelized blast zone. However, the experiments suggest that along a
smooth plate the flow remains supersonic for some distance downstream of
this oblique shock, and this could account for an extension of the direct blast
zone beyond the location of the oblique shock. On the other hand, the ex-
periments also suggest that roughness elements in the flow could have slowed
the flow down, providing an opposing effect. At Mount St. Helens, the land
surface was initially rough because it was covered with fir trees. If these had
remained standing, they would have acted like trips in the flow. However,
these were removed by the passage of the flow front, and so it is possible
that the land surface was relatively smooth when the fully developed under-
expanded jet covered the terrain. Vortices inherent to the underexpanded
jet structure were not observed in the PSP experiments and so the hypoth-
esis that vortices arise from the jet structure itself was not supported. This
indicates that the longitudinal grooves observed in the Martian DLE craters
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were not a result of a jet interacting with a smooth surface. However, adding
trips in the flow field did produce linear pressure fluctuations as an indica-
tion of possible vortex formation. Calculations of the curvature along radii
from Bacalor crater suggest that conditions may have been favorable to the
development of Taylor-Go¨rtler vortices. This work was funded by NASA
NNX08AN10G.
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APPENDIX A
FLOW VISUALIZATION
Several experiments were run in attempts to reproduce the structure seen in
the DLE craters by using several more basic flow visualization techniques.
The underexpanded jet was fired at parallel and perpendicular plates with
various coatings applied. Attempts were made with coatings of plaster of
paris, soot, and a mixture of oil and lamp black. This procedure was unable
to be applied with the S3F and PSP due to geometrical restrictions with the
camera.
Figure A.1: Left: Lamp black and oil mixture before the shot. Right: After
the shot
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APPENDIX B
BACOLOR CROSS SECTION DATA
Table B.1: Bacolor Profile
Distance (m) Elevation (m) Longitude Latitude
85203.52 -4051.32 118.6043 32.81093
85506.41 -4158.8 118.6034 32.80583
86112.11 -4356.46 118.6018 32.79563
86414.99 -4400.26 118.601 32.79053
87019.4 -4436.37 118.5994 32.78035
87320.984 -4404.97 118.5986 32.77527
87924.734 -4469.67 118.5971 32.7651
88226.32 -4514.28 118.5963 32.76002
88830.13 -4503.8 118.5947 32.74985
89226.23 -4504.08 118.5918 32.74358
89755.37 -4488.14 118.5923 32.7346
90358.53 -4483.63 118.5907 32.72444
91263.93 -4469.93 118.5884 32.70919
91566.1 -4485.29 118.5876 32.7041
92169.266 -4502.48 118.586 32.69394
92471.49 -4512.11 118.5852 32.68885
93075.24 -4524.6 118.5836 32.67868
93376.82 -4509.26 118.5828 32.6736
93979.984 -4501.75 118.5812 32.66344
94282.15 -4497.01 118.5804 32.65835
95187.54 -4497.93 118.5781 32.6431
95791.28 -4506.98 118.5765 32.63293
96394.445 -4499.96 118.5749 32.62277
96696.61 -4493.96 118.5741 32.61768
97299.766 -4505.48 118.5725 32.60752
98195.5 -4493.63 118.5695 32.59252
98493.97 -4486.29 118.5703 32.58749
99122.734 -4480.18 118.5678 32.57702
99424.38 -4472.98 118.567 32.57194
100028.32 -4465.11 118.5654 32.56177
100329.96 -4461.77 118.5646 32.55669
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Table B.2: Bacolor Profile - Continued
Distance (m) Elevation (m) Longitude Latitude
100933.9 -4457.54 118.5629 32.54652
101537.836 -4449.17 118.5613 32.53635
102443.414 -4479.25 118.5589 32.5211
102745.055 -4455.47 118.5581 32.51602
103650.695 -4478.29 118.5557 32.50077
104163.58 -4495.05 118.5482 32.49482
104761.734 -4502.58 118.5498 32.48474
105359.89 -4541.86 118.5513 32.47466
106222.61 -4538.7 118.5493 32.4601
106524.83 -4545.57 118.5485 32.45501
107128.18 -4544.07 118.5469 32.44485
108033.75 -4543.98 118.5445 32.4296
108637.61 -4568.64 118.5429 32.41943
109543.17 -4573.3 118.5405 32.40418
110448.74 -4563.85 118.538 32.38893
110750.96 -4563.61 118.5372 32.38384
111352.94 -4569.13 118.5357 32.3737
111653.92 -4568.08 118.5349 32.36863
112256.42 -4575.1 118.5333 32.35848
113159.31 -4574.85 118.5309 32.34327
113761.22 -4575.91 118.5294 32.33313
114062.14 -4572.97 118.5286 32.32806
114965.62 -4561.29 118.5262 32.31284
115567.52 -4572.17 118.5247 32.3027
116681.98 -4574.59 118.5088 32.28946
117370.3 -4563.58 118.5223 32.28748
118133.7 -4571.6 118.5105 32.27928
119037.61 -4570.98 118.513 32.26407
119509.445 -4569.71 118.5176 32.25706
120002.29 -4571.45 118.5155 32.24887
120906.195 -4571.13 118.5181 32.23366
121971.84 -4568.82 118.5113 32.21649
122875.24 -4569.61 118.509 32.20127
123778.055 -4568.99 118.5066 32.18606
124079.04 -4561.42 118.5058 32.18099
124687.3 -4552.72 118.5039 32.17079
125602.6 -4541.88 118.5008 32.15546
126418.11 -4534.7 118.4951 32.14247
127016.95 -4541.05 118.4967 32.13238
127475.91 -4545.9 118.4946 32.12478
128086.086 -4570.92 118.4926 32.11456
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Table B.3: Bacolor Profile - Continued
Distance (m) Elevation (m) Longitude Latitude
128736.83 -4565.22 118.4816 32.10877
129258.305 -4571.95 118.4905 32.10433
129973.32 -4570.53 118.4838 32.09361
130573.13 -4570.85 118.4854 32.0835
130851.47 -4569.48 118.4854 32.07877
131461.73 -4574.39 118.4833 32.06855
132377.53 -4573.56 118.4803 32.05321
133293.33 -4573.29 118.4772 32.03787
133598.45 -4573.97 118.4762 32.03276
134208.64 -4576.16 118.4741 32.02254
135124.44 -4580.7 118.4711 32.0072
136040.31 -4579.92 118.468 31.99186
136956.12 -4583.33 118.4649 31.97652
137878.53 -4591.07 118.4615 31.96112
139419.14 -4594.32 118.4557 31.93541
140343.67 -4595.38 118.4522 31.91998
141268.3 -4596.05 118.4488 31.90455
142192.34 -4591.83 118.4453 31.88913
143424.92 -4598.01 118.4407 31.86856
144657.5 -4600.35 118.4361 31.84799
145890 -4597.08 118.4315 31.82742
146814.53 -4596.47 118.428 31.81199
147739.06 -4594.81 118.4245 31.79656
149279.61 -4596.07 118.4188 31.77085
150187.86 -4591.45 118.4158 31.75562
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APPENDIX C
MACHINE DRAWINGS
Figure C.1: Machine drawing of short trips.
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Figure C.2: Machine drawing of spaced trips.
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Figure C.3: Machine drawing of tall spaced trips.
51
Figure C.4: Machine drawing of micro trips.
52
Figure C.5: Machine drawing of single trip element.
53
Figure C.6: Machine drawing of plate for mounting trips.
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APPENDIX D
VARIOUS IMAGES
Several iterations of trips were implemented in attempts to trip vortices in
the flow. The first attempt involved an array of rectangular tabs spaced
1/8” apart. These tabs were 0.1” wide, 1/2” long, and 3/8” tall. These trips
seemed to only obscure the flow, Figure D.1.
Figure D.1: Multiple Trips.
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